
nietzSche’S idioSYncrASY AGAinSt euriPideS 

aBsTraCT

Lo scopo principale di questo articolo è presentare una critica alla lettura nietzscheana dello 
status valutativo della poesia di Euripide all’interno del processo storico-genealogico che il fi-
losofo intende come costituente il declino della tragedia greca. Il carattere negativo - che presu-
mibilmente radicalizza, rafforza e consuma questa ipotetica traiettoria di declino - della poesia 
euripidiana sarà qui imputato al condizionamento molto teorico della concezione nietzschea-
na del tragico. Per fare ciò, esploreremo tre linee guida fondamentali: (1) la subordinazione di 
Nietzsche a una linea interpretativa tradizionale; (2) il suo tendenzioso disprezzo per il contenu-
to concreto dell’intera opera euripidiana; (3) l’identificazione infondata tra Socrate ed Euripide.

The main purpose of this article is to present a critique of the Nietzschean reading of the eval-
uative status of Euripides’ poetry within the historical-genealogical process that the philoso-
pher understands as constituting the decline of the Greek tragedy. The negative character – sup-
posedly radicalizing, potentializing and consuming this hypothetical trajectory of decline – of 
Euripidian poetry will here be imputed to the very theoretical conditioning of the Nietzschean 
conception of the tragic. To do this, we will explore three fundamental guidelines: (1) the sub-
ordination of Nietzsche to a traditional interpretative line; (2) his tendentious disregard for 
the concrete content of the whole Euripidian work; (3) the unfounded identification between 
Socrates and Euripides.

inTroduCTion 

Euripides’ poetry suffers considerable historical depreciation through a critical line-
age that goes from Aristophanes to the Schlegel brothers, passing through Herder and 
Winckelmann and finally being consummated in Nietzsche, expressly in Book XI of The 
Birth of Tragedy.1 Such damnatio is based mainly on the element of poetic rationalization.2 
As far as Nietzsche is concerned, part of his criticism ends up being as negligent – or 
even more so, at certain times! – as the sarcasm staged by Aristophanes.3 Considering it 
as a whole, we understand that it cannot be sustained.4

1  See porTer 2000b, pp. 104, 199 and henriChs 1986, pp. 371-376.
2  See easTerling – knox 2008, p. 319.
3  «I am really amazed that the scholastic nobility does not comprehend his virtues, that they rank him below 
his predecessors, in line with that high-toned tradition which the clown Aristophanes brought into currency. 
Has any nation ever produced a dramatist who would deserve to hand him his slippers?» Goethe, apud snell 
1953, p. 135. See also murray 1913, p. 10. Letting himself be carried away by the fantasy of Aristophanes, 
Nietzsche came to believe that Euripides carried out «a conscious reaction against the Aeschylian Tragedy» 
(nieTZsChe [i] 1999, p. 549). In no less inconsistent way, he also suggests that the poet has downgraded art 
to obtain the support of the crowd (ivi, p. 79). Obs.: the criticism becomes even more excessive when we 
consider that the comedian also ridiculed Socrates, since «Aristophanes suggests that Socrates was one of 
Euripides’ sources of inspiration»! Américo Ramalho. In: arisTófanes 2008, p. 139. See also vogel 1966, 
p. 110. And Nietzsche even came to believe in Socrates’ direct influence on Euripides, even though this 
supposed relationship could never be proven! See nieTZsChe (I) 1999, p. 547 and sallis 1991, pp. 123, 126.
4  See vogel 1966, p. 19. 
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In elaborating his conception of the tragic, Nietzsche reveals to us, through his analy-
zes, serious limitations that are still overlooked by many who believe that his interpre-
tation came from a embracing knowledge about classical tragic poetry.5

Among these restrictions, the main one must be referred to the more general fact that 
his idea of   the tragic, which the art of Euripides would hurt, revolves almost exclu-
sively around the projection of the relation of forces between the Dionysian and the 
Apollonian at the expense of any other reference more thoroughly committed to the 
contents of the Greek tragedies themselves.6

genealogy of degeneraTion 

In a posthumous note from the summer of 1875, Nietzsche states that «Aeschylus 
also guarantees an elevation of the Greek spirit that perishes with him».7 Despite 
adopting the subjection of the terrific background of existence as the main index 
for the critical diagnosis of decadence of the tragic, Nietzsche, by «Die dionysische 
Weltanschauung», praises Aeschylus to the detriment of Euripides for having achieved 
«the sublime» by virtue of having presented a «norm of justice» that would have 
brought together «moral customs and blessedness».8 In these terms, Nietzsche pas-
sively chooses that critical tradition based on the moral condemnation of Euripides. He 
further exhorts the fact that punishment in Aeschylus is not a necessity.9 Rash damn-
ing judgment from which we can already infer two incongruities.

The first of these, internal to Nietzsche’s own thinking, concerns the tacit adoption 
of caritas as an elective criterion. With this, ironically, Aeschylus theater would be 
more precious than Euripides because, with the first tragedyographer, «the popular 
faith is corrected», in the Christian way.10

The second incoherence, committed this time in disregard for the poet’s own liter-
ary-theatrical production, is due to the lack of recognition that Euripides’ plays pres-
ent in a significant number and degree the adoption of a collusion between the gods 
and not only the hamartias committed by mortals as well as the hybris that character-
ize their tragic heroes.11

In view of this partiality, the recurrence to the introductory seminar on sofoclian 
poetry is justified as necessary, because through it we can observe that Euripides can 
only represent in a certain way a rupture insofar as at the same time he radicalizes a 
process that in a certain sense also retroacts on Aeschylus and Sophocles:
5  See henriChs 1986, pp. 371, 381.
6  Ivi, pp. 384-385. «In “Birth of Tragedy” it wasn’t really about the Attic tragedy». vogel 1966, p. 182.
7  nieTZsChe (viii) 1999, p. 113.
8  nieTZsChe (i) 1999, p. 568.
9  Ibidem.
10  Ibidem. Faith through which the Olympic gods would still have been rebuilt «in a strictly subjecti-
ve community»; ibidem. Therefore, it will not be a coincidence that «he refers to the sublime gesture 
by which Apollo redeems the world of suffering» (Sallis 1991, pp. 93-94).
11  Medea is perhaps the most expressive case in this regard.
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With Euripides there is a rupture in the development of the tragedy – the same rupture that, 
at that time, shows itself in all forms of life. A powerful process of enlightenment wants to 
change the world according to thought; everything that exists succumbs to devastating crit-
icism because the thought still develops unilaterally. The tragic poet, who has always been 
considered master of the people, transmits this new education. The impulse is given by Euri-
pides [...]. Euripides’ tragedy is the thermometer of the aesthetic and ethical-political thought 
of his time, as opposed to the instinctive development of ancient art, which came to an end 
with Sophocles, a transitional figure, as his thought still moves along the tracks of instincts, 
and in this sense he is a follower of Aeschylus. With Euripides a scission arises. Point of view 
without consideration or pity for the old. Where it seems necessary to him to criticize the for-
mer, he does so with shameless clarity.12

It is as if through Euripides, preceding Socrates, for the first time the theoretical man 
was prefigured: «With the ἄνϑωπος ϑεωρητικός the ancient world succumbs. The 
Apollonian element separates again from the Dionysian and now both degenerate».13

However, it failed to observe with this that the Prometheus of Aeschylus had already 
begun a criticism of the gods, as well as the Oresteia trilogy, of this same poet, had al-
ready revealed a strong process of objectification of the same. Criticism that can also 
be found, for example, in Aias, and objectification of the gods in Philoctetes, both of 
Sophocles. Therefore, it must be clear that Euripides can only be placed in confronta-
tion with Aeschylus and Sophocles for having radically exposed an already incipient 
tension in the poetry of both. Tension that is essentially constitutive of the tragic uni-
verse and that therefore cannot have its vigor used to depreciate the tragedies through 
which it emerges in a radical way.

Nevertheless, when insisting with his kind of «genealogy of the tragic», Nietzsche 
acknowledged that the process of decline is a transition that already happens as a mat-
ter of fact in the passage from «lyrical tragedy» to «tetralogy according to Aeschylus». 
A moment when the most decisive change would have occurred through the follow-
ing: «The unity of the whole no longer consists of the unity of a single event, but of 
an essence or thought (the lineage as a Platonic idea). The concrete unique event is in-
creasingly volatile: finally, only one thought remains as a bond. The artistic force was 
introduced, then, in the individual drama. In overall, reflection dominates».14 

As an underlying motivation, Nietzsche imputes to the decadence pattern that he 
establishes for the classical Greek tragedy a metaphysical principle retroactive to po-
ets and, to a greater degree, exogenous to poetic art by making it subject to theoret-
ical conceptualization. Therefore, if we can clearly see that for Nietzsche «the error 
is here: the unity of tragedy is in thought»,15 we must be able to extract from this evi-
dence that such an error must be prospected at the bottom of the analytical references 
that condition his own idea of   the tragic, by means of which he throws himself on the 
archaic tragediographers. Conditioning by virtue of which, «without altering his view 

12  nieTZsChe 2006, p. 91.
13  nieTZsChe (vii) 1999, p. 138; see also p. 154.
14  nieTZsChe 2006, pp. 83-84.
15  Ivi, p. 84.
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that Euripides is the decisive figure, Nietzsche sometimes suggests that the transfor-
mations that led from Aeschylean tragedy to the death of tragedy were already under 
way in Sophocles».16

In the case of Sophocles, the complaint was made against the «resignation» that ac-
cepts the immeasurable «distance between the human and the divine», through which 
an enlightening principle would begin to be inserted through the transposition of the 
tragic to «a failure of the knowledge».17 Although it still feeds on the «Dionysian truth» 
that makes this wisdom «unfathomable», this resource would be already contaminat-
ed by the «ethical principle of Apollo».18

In any case, the heart of the problem still rests, as we can see, in the gnosiological 
scope, as will be confirmed in paragraph 81 of the second book of Gaya Scienza: 
«In Sophocles at least “everything is proved”».19 This means that the Apollonian 
principle of clarifying the truth about the spiritual conditions of the elevation of the 
human that conflicts with his sensitive nature would become, under the feather of 
Sophocles, an element immanent to the tragic individual. Consequently, the dis-
tinction that Nietzsche drew between Aeschylus and Sophocles was guided by the 
following change: «The lack of man’s knowledge about himself is the problem in 
Sophocles, the lack of man’s knowledge about the gods, is the problem in Aeschy-
lus».20 Thereby, Nietzsche also neglects the fact that the «know yourself!» precedent 
to Socrates presupposed a conception of daímon that did not yet establish a gnosi-
ological dichotomy between man and divinity, in such a way that the mortal could 
not know his limits outside the relation with a sense that exceeds him.21

And even when posteriorly, by means of a kind of late palinody, Nietzsche grants 
Sophocles the right to restore the balance between the Apollonian and the Diony-
sian,22 he still does so by ignoring the fact that the possibility of the hermeneutic 
presence of this tension in the midst of the poems Sofoclians should not, in essence, 
still obey the dialectical movement yearned for by the philosopher, but rather the 
ambiguous character of the open poetic word.
In any case, that is, regardless of the oscillations of his position about the relation of 
meaning between the aeschlean and sofoclean poetry, the fact is that the expansion 
of the positive status of the tragic will end in the latter.23

The criterion for this is explicit precisely through the dualistic conflict between the 
logical knowledge restricted to the Apollonian and the sensitive impulses circum-

16  sallis 1996, p. 111. See also porTer 2000a, pp. 229-230, 236.
17  nieTZsChe (i) 1999, p. 569. As if the outcome of Oresteia was also not marked by a resignation be-
fore a divine, ethical and political court!
18  Ibidem.
19  nieTZsChe (iii) 1999, p. 437.
20  nieTZsChe (i) 1999, p. 570.
21  See vernanT – vidal – naqueT 1990, pp. 35, 37, 45, 78; aesChylus 1973, v. 719; sophoCles 2001, v. 
1316-1317; winningTon – ingram 1980, pp. 151, 177; sTeiner 1984, pp. 90, 91; kirkwood 1994, p. 286; 
Jamme – lemke 2004, pp. 392, 414, 425; pridik 1998, p. 151; BeisTegui – sparks 2000, p. 195. 
22  «In Sophocles’ world intuition, both Apollo and Dionysus triumph again: they affiliate». nieTZsChe 
(vii) 1999, p. 67; see also p. 81.
23  «Sophocles as the triumph of tragic thought». (ivi, p. 207). See also sallis 1996, p. 111 and por-
Ter 2000a, pp. 229-230, 236. 
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scribed to the Dionysian. With such radicalism and scope to the point of serving as 
a fundamental touchstone to establish the path of decline of the tragic idea among 
the three greatest tragedyographers in Ancient Greece: «Sophocles walks beyond 
Aeschylus’ trail: until then, it was the artistic instinct of the tragedy that drove it; 
now is the thought. But in Sophocles the thought as a whole is still in agreement with 
the instinct; already in Euripides it becomes destructive in relation to the instinct».24

The nieTZsChean hyperBole 

We understand that this Nietzschean criticism would represent limitations due to the 
lack of observance of the more specific fact that the theoretical framework that the 
philosopher transfers to Euripidian poetry, namely, that «everything must be under-
standable so that everything can become understandable»,25 it is generalizing because 
it disregards that, despite the strong rhetorical strake that permeates the speeches of 
his characters, the whole poetic conception of Euripides cannot be reduced to this sty-
listic element.

One of the problems that Nietzsche points out – and here we must agree with him 
– is that in the case of Euripides the dialectical artifice is not restricted to his exacer-
bation in the form of drama, but is also radically exercised in the rant of many of his 
characters.26 And this, taken in isolation, may in fact end up weakening the feeling 
of compassion that is essential to the economy of drama, and may even influence the 
effect that tragedy has on viewers. In this case, Nietzsche shows himself once again 
aligned with the interpretative tradition, this time that debtor of Aristotle, who through 
his Poetics instituted the catharsis as a central analytical reference.

However, for this partial and restrictive diagnosis to take on the appearance of 
wholeness, one must sweep under the carpet on which the philosopher walks the not 
less present Euripidian sticomities guided precisely by the confrontation between the 
passionality and the rationality that splits the spirit of many of their heroines and he-
roes who become emblematic in this respect, among which we could mention, albe-
it en passant, Macaria in The Heracleidae, Polyxena in Hecuba, Cassandra in The 
Trojan Women, Alcestis, Medea, Heracles, Iphigenia and Andromachae in their hom-
onyms dramas.27

Moreover, and seen now in a broader way, the formal resource of structuring the 
unfolding of the facts that embody the scenic economy of the plays shaped by a cer-
tain logical sequence is as determinant for the Euripidian theater as it was also for the 
Aeschylean and for the Sophoclean. This is because the very creation of dramatic ten-
sion depends on a gradual and concatenated unveiling of events, a fundamental artifice 
24  nieTZsChe 2006, p. 83.
25  nieTZsChe (i) 2009, p. 537. Or «everything needs to be conscious to be beautiful», which Nietzsche 
believes to be «the Euripidian premise parallel to the Socratic “everything must be conscious to be go-
od”», which would make Euripides «the poet of Socratic rationalism» (ivi, p. 540). 
26  See nieTZsChe (i) 2009, p. 75.
27  Obs.: perhaps at this point in particular part of the blockade was due to the predominance of gender. 
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for the construction process of the theatrical exhibition that inevitably tends to further 
objectify the mythic narrative of which it appropriates. In view of this, the statement 
that «Euripides is the first playwright to follow a conscious aesthetic»28 sounds naive 
to us. Even because of the obvious fact that no artist can completely dispense with 
any domain of pratical rules.

Therefore, it is not simply «his conscious knowledge» that guarantees Euripides 
«such a position worthy of consideration in the history of Greek art».29 In this regard, 
neither does the technical innovation instituted by his theater, that is, that of anticipat-
ing the outcome of the drama already in the prologue to the plays, seems sufficient to 
reduce its poetic verve to a «rationalist aesthetic» that would make «the tragic com-
passion impossible»,30 since this resource concerns only a formal resizing aimed at the 
synthetic anticipation of the senses to be explored throughout the staging.31

The resiZing of myThiC maTTer Through euripidian TheaTer 

In the time when the tragedy ceases to be the execution of festive rituals (The 
Dithyramb) to become a theatrical staging in public contests, even though the festive 
date (The Dionysia) has been maintained, it objectifies itself in such a way that the 
appropriations of myths carried out through it are always unfolded based on a deter-
mined background reflection. And even before this rupture, it also seems to us that, in 
fact, one could defend the thesis that even the playful dazzle of the festivities could 
already be seen as a potentially Apollonian artifice:

When the Greek men feel that the march of the world leads everything to perish, they con-
template the Dionysian truth there: everything that exists one day will no longer exist. The 
parties in honor of the god Dionysus come to seek, behind this revelation, a joy that allows 
them to comfort themselves with the nature. Believing that the satyrs also did this in forming 
the choir, they saw in this celebration a way of not succumbing to such a cruel view of the 
world. As well as their understanding of the satyrs, they also felt their strongest emotions re-

28  Ivi, p. 539; see also p. 540; and vii, p. 41.
29  nieTZsChe (i), 2009, p. 86.
30  Ivi, pp. 537, 538.
31  «From one perspective, Aphrodite’s appearance on stage at the opening of the play tells us everything 
we need to know about the end of the play. However, within the scope of this determined end, the range 
of decisions made by the characters is remarkable». (Brill 2007, p. 288). Obs.: against the argument 
that such an appeal would make «tragic compassion impossible», just look at the following: «Much 
was questioned about the importance of this monologue, since Aphrodite tells what will happen in Hip-
polytus. However, it is necessary to pay attention to an essential fact: the goddess does not say preci-
sely how Phaidra’s love for Hippolytus will be the ruin of both, nor does she say what will become of 
Theseus and how he will become aware of everything, nor does she mention the nurse, the connecting 
point of events. By omitting such information, the monologue, contrary to what it may seem, inten-
sifies the suspense, the mystery, thus serving to increase the tension of the audience and the reader» 
(ragusa 2003, p. 93). To a broader defense, see murray 1913, pp. 208-211. «From one perspective, 
Aphrodite’s appearance on stage at the opening of the play tells us everything we need to know about 
the end of the play. However, within the scope of this determined end, the range of decisions made by 
the characters is remarkable» (Brill 2007, p. 288).
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stored in the services that yielded to divinity through the choir.32

The objective apprehension of physis could only occur through the development of a 
reflexive logos that also included poiésis as a techné inserted in this period of transi-
tion. Thus, the theatrical appropriation of religious rituals obeys the stated purpose, 
in virtue of which Dionysus is also subjugated by Apollo. From this perspective, the 
correct conclusion is that «Nietzsche interprets the formation of the Dionysian choir 
as the solution that the Greeks found for the problem of pain and contradiction in the 
world. [...] As in the Apollonian arts, the Dionysian cults should serve the Greeks as 
a form of transfiguring reality».33 Therefore, if logical affectation can be understood 
as a form of superposition of sense, the formalization of mythic matter through the 
dialectic resource would represent a kind of repotentialization of the meaning implic-
it in the myth: «Now, we saw earlier that art is the stratagem used by the Greek men 
to organize the chaos that is the world of becoming. They did not succumb precisely 
because the various artistic forms gave them a view of the world with which it was 
possible to endure the reality. In this sphere, the Greek tragedy represented, in the first 
place, a salvation for the mythology itself».34 In this context, the resizing of tragic art 
undertaken by Euripides should be considered as an extension of the reach of mythi-
cal matter to the present reality.

The reduCTion of sense of The gods 

Another element that Nietzsche uses to attack Euripides, the redemptive outcome, 
which would have caused «the tragedy to perish through an optimistic dialectic and 
ethics»,35 is not exclusive to the Euripidian theater. Besides, it is not a sine qua non fac-
tor for his poetry as a whole. For if so, the philosopher himself could not even resent 
that divine benevolence, present in Aeschylus and supposedly lacking in Euripides, 
as we have already pointed out.36 Therefore, also on this point he would have missed 
the poetic ambiguity. Ambivalence that would be enough to question this supposed 
optimism.

As if that were not enough, we must also emphasize the warning that, technically 
speaking, «Euripides employed the deus ex machina not as a finality, but as a means».37 
Consequently, even if it is undeniable that the resource of deus ex machina represents, 
in its underlying sense, a clear appeal to the divine guarantee that becomes certain as 
the upshot is anticipated by the prologue, in such a way that the drama must be sub-
ordinated to this predetermined final purpose, this admission still does not seem suf-
32  lima 2006, p. 70.
33  Ivi, p. 71.
34  Ivi, p. 75.
35  nieTZsChe (i) 2009, p. 548; see also p. 539.
36  «And so dubious the solution to ethical problems remained to him! How questionable the treatment 
of myths! How irregular the division between bliss and misfortune!» (ivi, p. 81).
37  wildBerg 2000, p. 120.
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ficient for the exaggerated anachronism of making the poet Euripides, only through 
this artifice, «similar to Descartes, who could be assured of the reality of the empir-
ical world only by appealing to the truth of God and his impossibility to lie».38 Even 
because the Euripidian deity also proves capable of deceiving, as it appears, for ex-
ample, in the Ion.

Therefore, we can see that, once again, Nietzsche prematurely applies an overly 
philosophical schema to the poet. Such an incoherence that would not have occurred 
if Nietzsche had taken into account two exponential works: Medea and The Bacchae, 
in which the appeals to deities, whether ex machina or not, do not incur redemptive 
denouement, quite the contrary.

In the case of this last play, it is even the one that is considered the main work of 
Euripides and that Nietzsche did not properly consider, despite being the only remain-
ing Attic tragedy that addresses the myth of his dear Dionysus. An oversight that, as 
we also believe, would have occurred due to the biased formal project set up in Die 
Geburt der Tragödie:

The genesis and construction of this book is somewhat delicate. As Henrichs analyzes, 
Nietzsche’s case is very curious, because, due to the fact that he highlighted Euripides’ ra-
tionalism, and established a connection between him and Socrates, he had to give up his pos-
itive comments about The Bacchae (presented in the Course of 1870) in The Birth of Tragedy, 
in which he had made the “idea of   the tragic” and the “idea of   the cult of Dionysus” equiva-
lent, since, otherwise, it would fall into contradiction. The decision to detach the discussion 
on the Bacchants from their representation of the Dionysian (BT, 1-10) and to include it in 
his criticism of Euripides (BT, 11-13) would have been, according to Henrichs, an unfortu-
nate decision, since Nietzsche could have made better use of this piece to support his own 
conception of the Dionysian experience. In fact, the so-called “Theory of Palinodia”, which 
Nietzsche used to solve the paradox of having Euripides written (at the end of his life) a play 
dedicated to the cult of Dionysus, did not solve the inconsistency in his text.39

Also at the bottom of the palinodic thesis lies the Nietzschean idiosyncrasy, because, 
so that the recognition of the Dionysian power present in The Bacchae would not de-
molish the whole theory of the decline of the tragedy erected by the philosopher, it 
was more convenient to attribute to this work a character of recantation thus reinforc-
ing the validity of his own theoretical speculation.40 Thus the Nietzschean bias about 
Euripides was already so committed by the need to justify and affirm his own incip-
ient theoretical project that even the explicit acknowledgment that the god presented 
by Euripides in The Bacchae «is too powerful»41 was not enough to curb such skew.42 

38  nieTZsChe (i) 2009, p. 86.
39  Maria Coelho, in BoCayuva 2011, pp. 126-127. See also henriChs 1986, pp. 391, 396.
40  Ivi, p. 393.
41  nieTZsChe (i) 1999, p. 82. Obs.: also later, in a posthumous fragment (4[9]1870), we can find another 
admission that «Euripides’ Bacchae» would have «made a strong impression on him and aroused ple-
asure» (nieTZsChe [vii], 1999, p. 91). 
42  «In the end, however, his bias against Euripides led him to divorce his guarded comments on the 
Bacchae as a tragedy from his enthusiastic evocation of the powerful emotional effect experienced by 
the worshippers of Dionysus. Without the help of the Bacchae, Nietzsche could not have appreciated 
this effect. Yet his debt to Euripides is never made explicit, least of all in BT» (henriChs 1986, p. 379).
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This is because Nietzsche also introjected here the projection of an inversion by pas-
sively accepting the traditional interpretative tendency that classifies The Bacchae as 
a kind of retraction of the poet:

the quote to Euripides in section §5 of The Birth of Tragedy goes through an apparently an-
tithetical view of Nietzsche about the Greek theatrologist, since for him The Bacchae is the 
maximum Dionysian work and its author is the corruptor of the tragic spirit because of his 
previous works. [...] For the German philosopher, Euripides would have recognized at the end 
of his life the mistake in corrupting the Dionysian spirit of the Greek tragedy, and The Bac-
chae would be an ode and a retraction to Dionysus, however, such a late change in Euripides 
was not able to interrupt the process of degeneration that he had started in the Greek theater.43

The CiCuTa ThaT nieTZsChe offers To euripides as a leniTive from himself

In The Birth of the Tragedy, Nietzsche uses his interpretive key to criticize Euripides 
based on the problem of pessimism and the spirit of music. The philosopher makes 
comments on Euripides’ art without, at any time, referring in particular to his plays.44 In 
view of this, we do not hesitate to affirm that what Martin Vogel points out in Nietzsche 
about his troubled relation with Schopenhauer could be more appropriately extended 
to his considerations about Euripides than to the aforementioned thinker: «Nietzsche 
wrote about a philosopher that he did not know, that he did not even want to know, 
because such knowledge did not seem convenient to him».45

By pulling Euripides out of his original context to subordinate him to a philosophical 
analysis and, with this, not recognizing him as an exponential artistic index of a space 
of crisis that opens between the tradition of poetic appropriation of myth and the in-
cipient philosophical rationality, Nietzsche, because of all his opposition to Socrates, 
created an excessive approximation between the poet and the philosopher.46

The curious thing is that Nietzsche will admit that his criticism against Socrates fo-
cuses on the discomfort of this representing «a cure».47 From this we can also glimpse 
a kind of antinomy in virtue of the fact that the relationship between the Apollonian 
and the Dionysian that gives nuclear support to the project of The birth of Tragedy 
is primarily aimed at restoring the «overflowing health of the Greeks» by means of a 
wholesome soothing extracted from the Apollonian domain. And again it seems to us 
that this yearning can also be inferred as a psychic projection channeled to the figu-

43  ishikawa 2015, p. 13. See also nieTZsChe (i) 2009, pp. 82-83.
44  Obs.: Nietzsche’s basic disregard for his treatment of tragedies is also evident when he, in the lectu-
re of the summer semester of 1870, at the University of Basel, affirms that «the deus ex-machina al-
ready exists in Sophocles», thus ignoring the outcome of Oresteia! (nieTZsChe 2006, p. 92). To learn 
more about how Nietzsche intentionally ignored Euripides’ work, see henriChs 1986, pp. 377, 382.
45  vogel 1966, p. 186. «His treatment of Euripides suggests that he had barely read the author of 
whom he was so critical, and that such limited knowledge as he did have was for the most part secon-
dhand and derived from Schlegel». (henriChs 1986, p. 382).
46  Ivi, pp. 386-388.
47  nieTZsChe (viii) 2009, p. 228. 
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ration of a Socrates that corresponds to a personal demand of the philosopher, gener-
ating distrust about the

fact that he invented the “free spirits” as a kind of “therapeutic interlocutors” who helped him 
to endure his own disease. In this regard, Nietzsche prescribes in Ecce Homo: “I took myself 
in hand, I healed myself: the condition for this – any physiologist will admit –  is to be really 
healthy” (“Why am I so wise” §2). Taking into account, as Nietzsche himself asserts, that the 
free spirits are nothing more than “therapeutic interlocutors”, it is possible that such a com-
parison is only an anesthetic, in other words, that the Socratic freedom described by Nietzsche 
was just a moment of “rest” or “cure” by Nietzsche himself who restored his strength. Using 
Deleuze’s language, Socrates’ free spirit was a “conceptual character” created by Nietzsche 
to make his own existence more enjoyable.48

This apparent ambiguity between Nietzsche’s love and hate for Socrates can be cap-
tured in a dialectical dynamics internal to the spirit of the German thinker.49 This in 
such a way that the Socrates built by Nietzsche

is also the embodiment of the Nietzschean ideal: the suffering man who can keep his pain 
under control. Nietzsche found in him, as well as in Goethe, a man to whom he gave “his 
character and style” (FW 290) and for which “he became disciplined for the whole” (GD IX 
49). Undoubtedly, such men live above all on the threshold of what Nietzsche called “déca-
dence”; and they carried out their great works of self-creation and self-unification in terms 
of dissolution and solution.50

Nietzsche thus unfolds in his Socrates his own most intimate struggle. Conflict ex-
plicitly assumed by its own passive agent: «Socrates, just to confess, is so close to me 
that I almost always fight him».51

Now, if Euripidian poetry was over-affected by Socratic logic, and if this ultimate-
ly ends up imposing itself as a condition for human life to subsist to its own sensitive 
impulses, a necessary and singular greatness must be seen in the poet.52

However, the breadth of conceptualism attributed by Nietzsche to «Socratism» 
makes the philosopher use this categorization to absorb and reduce all the artistic ge-
nius of Euripides:

So the content of this archetype in its essential components also in Nietzsche would not be 
absolutely attached to the figure of Socrates. Even before Socrates emerged, there would have 
been an “anti-Dionysian tendency”, which would have driven the scientific thought. Already 
in Sophocles “the Dionysian soil of tragedy” had begun to be undermined. [...] In a general 
way, science, before Socrates, had dominated the field of the arts. It arises in its original pro-
ductive form as a movement that is independent of a single person. It appears as the product 
of a collective power. Nietzsche calls this power Socratism and says that it would be some-
thing “like an extraordinary driving force” at work behind Socrates and that through its man-

48  Douglas Meneghatti in Carvalho – freZZaTTi 2015, p. 290.
49  See henriChs 1986, pp. 385-386.
50  kaufmann 1982, p. 464.
51  nieTZsChe (vii) 2009, p. 97. «Nietzsche’s Socrates is ultimately a name for this very gap». porTer 
2000b, p. 191.
52  «He writes that in the greatest human beings we find the most powerfully conflicting instincts un-
der control». (nehamas 1985, p. 227).
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ifestation it should be contemplated “as if through a shadow”. Socrates is only the exponent. 
His name is a cipher. As an exponent, as a cipher, the Socratic form in Nietzsche becomes the 
background archetype for Euripidian drama.53

In a general way, this strong idiosyncratic character of Nietzschean ideas (which seems 
to predominate throughout his entire biography and which is revealed through his re-
lationship not only intellectual but even passional about figures like Schopenhauer, 
Wagner, Socrates/Plato, Euripides, Goethe, among others) really lead us to believe 
that «many of his philosophical duels are nothing but the visible expression of inter-
nal conflicts, of crises of growth of his own theoretical programs».54

The strong physiological tendency of Nietzschean thought seems to tacitly coerce 
its author to always merge in some way with his objects of criticism.55 Consequently, 
we adopt here the suspicion that, at least with regard to the exercise carried out in Die 
Geburt der Tragödie, both about the figure of Socrates and that of Euripides, «what 
emerges from an analysis of Nietzsche’s early writings is not only a practice of cri-
tique but a theory of subjective identity».56

Meanwhile, as such identification is radically conflicting, this conflict seems to 
have created an obstacle to the need to assume the gap resulting from a philosophical 
appropriation of the poetic, in addition to preventing Nietzsche from locating in the 
Euripides theater the strong elements of Dionysian appeal.

Our diagnosis then is that there would only be a Socratic tendency in Euripides be-
cause there was rather an Apollonian propensity in the way Nietzsche himself appre-
hends the playwright’s poetry associated with his reaction to the resentment of an un-
realizable Dionysian state.

ConClusion

Nietzsche seeks art driven by an unrealizable philosophical longing. Subject to this 
claim, it is clear that a «objective art», taken to the stage, closed in a historical context, 
could not meet the metaphysical demands of a philosopher desiring an irrecoverable 
vital impulse as such. Hence the need to recreate a myth. The aggravating factor, in 
the case of the young man who wanted to stop being a philologist, but who still could 
not assume himself as a philosopher or even make himself an artist, was to wait for 
the Greek poets to passively subordinate themselves to a metaphysical principle that 
the philosopher lodges in the myths from which these poets had to let go in order to 
carry on the tragic art, while, against the grain, the philosopher violates the myths to 
try to find in it a metaphysical principle, only before which the art, for him, could be-
come valid.57 It is by obeying this exigency that the tragic art must be able to present 
53  nessler 1952, p. 61.
54  naBais 1997, pp. 151-152.
55  See porTer 2000a, p. 12.
56  Ivi, p. 13.
57  «Nietzsche is in the field of forces of poetry and thought - or, rather, he is divided by this antago-
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a «justification of the world»: showing that the «phenomenon», in its highest aspect, 
is always an «illusion».58 Thus, as we tried to denounce, what Nietzsche did was to 
present a conception of the tragic that obeyed a certain philosophical principle de-
tached in a concrete way from the artistic phenomenon from which he believes to de-
part and on which it focuses.

In the conference entitled Socrates und die Tragödie, published as posthumous writ-
ing, Nietzsche came to recognize in Euripides a certain «reaction against the supposed 
decadence».59 However, this attempt at «reaction» presented itself to his eyes precise-
ly as «the beginning of the end».60

But the strongest element of relativization that can be found in Nietzsche about his 
conflict with the theater of Euripides is in an admission recorded in a later commen-
tary on that conference, which can still be understood as a kind of self-criticism about 
what had been your diagnosis in relation to the poet: «It is the most unfair ignorance 
to consider him as the root and cause of this decadence: he is much the first to recog-
nize it and to seek to combat it amidst the contradictions of the so-called scholars of 
his time».61

We understand that this mea culpa was due to the fact that Nietzsche reduced 
Euripides’ art by standardizing it in submission to his own theoretical principle. What 
he imputed to the poet was, in the end, what conditioned his own philosophical vision, 
because «he allows that in Euripides the logical impulse overcomes the mythical».62 
Nietzsche resents a demand that was not imposed on Euripides, since the poet, as a 
paradigmatic exponent of a period of changes in the artistic way of appropriating the 
myth, could not yet propose himself to a role of restoring the tradition from which he 
needs to break free in a certain extent to advance his artistic genius.

In the condition of those who takes to the stage in a vehement manner the tensions 
that account for the risk of resizing the traditional mythical universe, it is inevitable 

nism». fink 1992, p. 22.
58  nieTZsChe (i) 2009, p. 18.
59  Ivi, p. 537.
60  Ibidem.
61  nieTZsChe (xiv) 2009, p. 100. Retractation that must be inserted in the following late framework: 
«Perhaps now I have become more careful and less confident in talking about psychological issues as 
difficult as the Greek tragedy was born. A fundamental question is the relation of the Greeks with pain, 
their degree of sensitivity and whether their aspiration for beauty results from a yearning for self-de-
ception in appearance, from a reluctance against the “truth” and the “reality”. I once believed in that; 
now I would find it an expression of personal romanticism (– for which I was condemned for a moment 
to have been subjugated to the magic of all romantics until then)» (ivi, pp. 43-44). Conditioning that 
had been made explicit in Götzen-Dämmerung (§24): «What does the tragic artist communicate about 
himself? Isn’t it just the situation without fear in the face of the fearful and uncertain that he shows? 
– This same state is of a character of high desire; he who knows it glorifies it with the highest honors. 
He communicates it, he must communicate it, assuming he is an artist, a genius in communicating. 
The bravery and freedom of feeling in the face of a powerful enemy, in the face of a high setback, in 
the face of a problem that arouses terror - it is this victorious condition that the tragic artist chooses, 
glorifies» (nieTZsChe [vi] 2009, pp. 127-128).
62  fink 1992, p. 30. 
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that Euripides would present himself as the antipode of the Nietzschean hypostasis 
of the need to restore an alleged condition of «overflowing health» belonging to the 
imaginary ideational that the philosopher retroactively imputes to the Greeks from 
somewhere motivated by the very crisis of classicism of his time. By introjecting this 
conflict with radicalism exacerbated to the point of making it unsustainable for him-
self, Nietzsche transfers this guilt to the one who vigorously expressed this critical 
dimension through his art.63 We understand that it is in this context that we must place 
the following diagnosis as to the psychological background motivation for this type of 
appropriation: «For his antipathy toward Euripides is actually directed against one side 
of his own personality. With the merciless scalpel of his critique he cut through the illu-
sions, the dreams and hopes on which men support themselves; there remained to him 
a longing for naive health and vigour, a craving for genuine art which, like Schlegel, 
and Herder before him, he regarded as a creation from the recesses of myth».64

Here the psychologism employed by Nietzsche for the construction of his concep-
tion of the tragic must turn to its own author. This is because the quoted judgment 
seems to find a place in some of the philosopher’s appraisals about Euripides, such as 
when he, for example, expresses the following complaint against the poet: «with him, 
however, the Hellenes gave up the belief in their immortality, not only the belief in an 
ideal past, but also the faith in an ideal future».65 This assertion is clear with regard to 
a certain form of ideality taken as an analytical criterion for an art that, in its originally 
tragic conception, could not yet be molded under the anvil of any «Classicism», since 
its essential goal implied precisely in reflecting the crisis of the spirit of its time, free 
from the need to present a soteriological solution to these changes.

Daniel da Silva Toledo
dasilvatoledo@yahoo.com.br

63  Could it not be Euripides who answered the complaint in the Fröhliche Wissenschaft (§345)?: «I 
don’t see anyone who has dared to criticize the judgment of moral values» (nieTZsChe [iii] 1999, p. 
578). «One could argue that Nietzsche’s postulate, that tragedy could and should reconstitute itself 
after the spirit of enlightenment has deconstructed itself by the recognition of its own limitations, is 
essentially already embodied in some Euripidean plays. The ascent of humans to the level of moral 
understanding and autonomy does not, as Socrates supposed, lead to a life that ceases to be tragic». 
Christian Wildberg. In: Cropp – lee – sansone 2000, p. 244.
64  snell 1953, p. 134.
65  nieTZsChe (I) 1999, p. 78. «The ideality withdrew from the word and escaped the thought». (ivi, p. 534).
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